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with the heavy industry expanding only a little faster than the
light one.
ratios of the rate of growth of producer goods to
consumer goods output


Ratio

Ratio
Great Britain

United Stolen

1812 to 1851
1.3
1880 to 1900
1.6
1851 to 1881
1.9
1900 to 1927
1,4
1881 to 1907
1.3


3907 to 1935
1.5
Italy

France

1896 to 1913
2.5
1861-65 to 1896
2.7
USSR

1896 to 1921
over 2
1928 to 1940
1.8
Germany

1943 to 1955
1.5
1860 to 1880
2.2
1958 to 1965
1.3
1880 to 1900
1.5
(plan)

1900 to 1913
1.5


For sources, notes and methods, see Patel, Surendra J. : "Rates of Indus-
trial Growth in the Last Century, 1860 to 1958'*, in the Economic
Development and Cultural Change (University of Chicago), April 1961.
An approximate idea of the magnitude of the increase in these
two sectors in the industrial countries may be obtained from Table
3. Over the last century, the net value of industrial output in I960
prices has increased from $6 billion to about $265 billion or 44-
fold ; that of heavy industry from $2 billion to $175 billion or
88-fold ; and of light industry from $4 billion to $90 billion or
22-fold. This general pattern of industrial growth—heavy
industry expanding one and a half to two times as fast as light
industry in the early phase of industrialization, and the gap bet-
ween their growth rates narrowing later—appears to have been
a characteristic feature in nearly all the industrial countries. It
is neither a Marxist dogma nor a ^capitalist taboo. It is simply
the central feature of industrial growth everywhere.
Interestingly, the share of light industry in national output in the
industrial countries has changed but little in the course of the
last hundred years. It has barely risen from 12-13 per cent in 1850
to 13-14 per cent in 1960. On the other hand, the share of heavy
industry in over-all output has increased during this period from
about 6 per cent to over 26 per cent. Thus, the essence of structural

